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Abstract: A more realistic threat on cryptographic techniques (than breaking the un-
derlying computational problems) is exposure of stored secrets that may be secret keys,
private keys, password verification data and/or password-encrypted keys. In this paper
we propose a secure network storage system (NSS) that provides not only a higher
level of security against exposure of stored secrets but also information privacy with
respect to the servers involved. The assumption of the NSS protocol is that a client
remembers his password and stores an additional secret on insecure devices. We also
analyzed its security of the NSS protocol, followed by some discussions whether the
assumption is reasonable or not.
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1 Introduction

Consider a roaming client who accesses a network from different locations in order to
retrieve some information that may be personal sensitive data, large files or private keys
corresponding to public keys (for digital signature generation or public-key decryption).
This kind of roaming protocol can be supported by a credentials server that authenticates
the client and then assists in downloading the information for the client. There are several
approaches proposed up to date.

PREVIOUS WORKS. The simplest roaming protocol is EAP-SIM [HS04] that specifies
an EAP-based mechanism [BV98, ABV04] for a challenge-response authentication and
session key distribution using the GSM Subscriber Identity Module (SIM). The authen-
ticity is based on secret keys stored on SIM and in an authentication server. EAP-SIM
adds a physical security assumption for authentication, however some security flaws are
discussed in [Pat]. In the same physical assumption, smartcards have promised to solve
the private key storage problem for roaming clients, but this approach requires deployment
of cards and installation of card readers.

Another roaming protocol is SPX LEAP [TA91], a tunneled EAP types such as TTLS
(Tunneled TLS) and PEAP (Protected EAP), where a client transmits a password to a cre-
dential server through secure channels for authentication and then performs subsequent
retrieval of the client’s private key. This approach prevents off-line password guessing
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attacks at the sacrifice of using PKI. Ford and Kaliski [FK00] further described protocols
that utilize multiple n servers, each of which holds a share of password-related data, in
order to provide the protection of the credential server database. That is, even if an at-
tacker takes full control of up to n − 1 servers, the attacker will not be able to verify a
single guess for the password without being detected by the remaining uncompromised
server. However, their protocols rely on a prior server-authenticated channel such as SSL.
Later, Jablon [Jab01] proposed a password-only multi-server roaming protocol without
prior secure channels.

Bellovin and Merritt [BM92] first introduced a secure password-only protocols where a
client remembers a short password only (without any device and any additional assump-
tion) and the corresponding server authenticates the client with the password or its veri-
fication data that is used to verify the client’s knowledge of the password (some related
works can be found in IEEE P1363.2 web page). By combining the roaming model and
password-only protocols, Perlman and Kaufman [PK99] showed that simple modifications
of the underlying password-only protocols are sufficient for secure roaming access to cre-
dentials. In order to integrate the convenience of password into the conventional PKI, two
different approaches (called virtual soft token and virtual smartcard) have been proposed
[PK99, Kwo02, SBG02] in the name of password-enable PKI. In the virtual soft token
PKI [PK99, Kwo02], a private key encrypted with a password is stored on a server so
that a client, after authenticating himself to the server and generating a strong session key,
downloads the encrypted private key via the secure channel, decrypt it and use the private
key as in the conventional PKI. In the virtual smartcard PKI [SBG02], a client’s private
key is split into two parts (a password and a secret) where the latter is stored on a server.
To perform a cryptographic operation (signature generation or decryption), the client first
authenticates himself to the server using the password, generates a strong session key,
and does the operation via the secure channel. On both approaches, Wang [Wan03] pro-
posed an intrusion-tolerant roaming protocol where a password verification data as well as
a password-encrypted private key (or a partial secret) are shared among multiple servers
using a threshold secret sharing scheme1.

MOTIVATION. A more realistic threat on cryptographic techniques is exposure of stored
secrets that may be secret keys, private keys, password verification data and/or password-
encrypted keys. When we consider a large number of password verification data and
password-related credentials stored on a server, the exposure of either secret (compro-
mise or collusion of servers) allow an attacker to mount off-line password guessing at-
tacks enough to retrieve private keys. Such threat seems inevitable since, for example, an
attacker might gain the root privilege of a server by exploiting bugs in server software
or mis-configurations of the server. With this problem, we can see that PKI and assump-
tion of physical security (such as perfect TRM (Tamper-Resistance Module)) may not be
a fundamental solution in the real world. The best way is to minimize the effect caused by
the exposure of stored secrets.

The other motivation is in the fact that the colluded servers (inside attacker) in the password-

1Any threshold or more of the servers can collectively authenticate a client and makes it possible for the client
to securely download the password-encrypted private key (or do a cryptographic operation).
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only roaming protocols and password-enabled PKI can recover private keys, by verifying
the password-encrypted private keys or checking the correctness of corresponding pub-
lic keys, with passwords that are easily deduced with off-line password guessing attacks.
Note that, even if the functionality of one server is distributed to multiple servers, it doesn’t
help preventing collusion of all the servers. Think of a situation where the colluded servers
generate a digital signature with a client’s private key (this indeed violates non-repudiation
of digital signature). Consequently, it is desirable to guarantee information privacy with
respect to the servers involved.

CONTRIBUTION. Keeping in mind the above motivation, we propose a secure network
storage system (NSS) in the random oracle model2 against an attacker who has ability
not only to eavesdrop, modify and insert the messages exchanged by parties, but also to
have access either the client’s or the server’s stored secrets (the attacker of course is al-
lowed to do these attacks in any order). The NSS protocol satisfies the following security
properties:

• AKE Security Suppose an active attacker A, who additionally has access to the
client’s stored secrets, is willing to break the semantic security of session keys in
the context of executing a protocol P . The protocol P is said to be AKE-secure if,
when passwords are chosen from a dictionary of size N , the attacker’s advantage in
attacking the protocol is bounded by O(q/N) + (·) for some negligible function
(·) in a security parameter. The first term represents the fact that the attacker can

do no better than guess a password during each interaction to the parties where q is
the number of interactions.

• Information Privacy Suppose an active attacker A, who additionally has access to
the client’s stored secrets or the server’s stored secrets, is willing to get the client’s
information in the context of executing a protocol P . We say that the protocol P
provides information privacy if the attacker’s advantage in attacking the protocol on
the client’s information is negligible in a polynomial time.

• Limited Server Impersonation Attack Suppose an active attacker A, who addi-
tionally has access to the server’s stored secrets, is willing to do break the semantic
security of session keys by impersonating the compromised server in the context
of executing a protocol P . We say that the protocol P is AKE-secure unless the
attacker does the impersonation attack within a limited time period.

• Multiple Server Scenario with Only One Password Suppose a roaming client,
who has deposited different information at different servers with only one password,
and an active attacker A, who additionally has access to one or more servers’ stored
secrets, in the context of executing a protocol P . We say that the protocol P is

2To analyze the security of certain natural cryptographic constructions Bellare and Rogaway introduced an
idealized security model called the random oracle model [BR93b]. Note that security in the random oracle model
is only a heuristic: it does not imply security in the real world [CGH98]. Nevertheless, the random oracle model
is a useful tool for validating natural cryptographic constructions. Security proofs in this model prove security
against attackers that are confi ned to the random oracle world.
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AKE-secure if the attacker cannot break the semantic security of session keys by
impersonating the remaining servers.

ORGANIZATION. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we propose a secure
network storage system (NSS) that provides not only a higher level of security against ex-
posure of stored secrets but also information privacy with respect to the involving servers.
Section 3 is devoted to its security analysis, followed by some discussions in Section 4.
Finally, we conclude in Section 5.

2 A Secure Network Storage System with Information Privacy

Consider a roaming client who has insecure devices (e.g., mobile phones or PDAs) with
some memory capacity itself, on the other hand, the corresponding server has its database
that might be insecure against potential attacks (e.g., virus or hacker). In addition, neither
PKI nor TRM is available at all. In this section we propose a secure network storage
system (for short, NSS) that significantly improves the security against exposure of stored
secrets and provides information privacy with respect to the involving servers.

2.1 Notation

Before presenting the NSS protocol, we give some notation to be used. Let G be a finite,
cyclic group of prime order q and g be a generator of G (quadratic residues modulo p where
p = aq+1) where the Diffie-Hellman problem is hard. Let EK(·) denote a symmetric-key
encryption with key K. Let k denote the security parameter for hash functions (say, 160
bits). Let N be a dictionary size of passwords (say, 36 bits for alphanumerical passwords
with 6 characters). Let {0, 1} denote the set of finite binary strings and {0, 1}k the set of

binary strings of length k. If A is a set, then a
R← A indicates the process of selecting a at

random and uniformly over A. Let ”||” denote the concatenation of bit strings in {0, 1} .
Let us define secure one-way hash functions3. While G : {0, 1} → Zq\{1} denotes a full-
domain hash (FDH) function, the other hash functions are denotedHj : {0, 1} → {0, 1}k

for j = 1, 2, 3 and 4. Here G and Hj are distinct secure one-way hash functions one
another.4 Let C and S be the identities of client and server, respectively, with representing
each ID ∈ {0, 1} as well.

3In the proof, cryptographic hash functions are modelled as random oracles that produce a random value for
each new query.

4Instead of using distinct hash functions, an alternative way is to deduce Hi(M) from Hj(M) where i = j
for all messages M ∈ {0, 1}∗ (it must take more than 2k hash operations). In order to achieve this goal, one of
the constructions is Hi(M) = H(H(M)||0x0i) where H is a cryptographically secure hash function such as
SHA-256 or RIPEMD-160.
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Client C Server S
[Initialization]

α1
R← Zq , p1 ≡ α1 + pw mod q

C = EK(Info) p1, C ✲

1, α1,K 1, p1, C

Figure 1: The initialization of the NSS protocol where the enclosed values in the rectangle represent
stored secrets of client and server, respectively

2.2 Protocol

The rationale of the NSS protocol is that (i) client’s password and an additional secret
are combined to be used for authentication; (ii) both the secret (stored on client’s devices)
and the verification data (maintained by server) are updated whenever client and server
correctly run the protocol; (iii) client’s information (e.g., private keys) is encrypted with a
symmetric key and then stored on server’s database; (iv) in order to resist against off-line
password guessing attacks the NSS protocol adopts the core techniques used in password-
masked Diffie-Hellman key exchange protocols [BR00, BCP03, BCP04].

The NSS protocol consists of two phases: initialization and j-th (j ≥ 1) information
retrieval protocol. In the initialization phase, client C registers the verification data that is
combined with his password pw and additional secret α1 in size of q to the corresponding
server S along with an encrypted information with key K. The initialization is done only
once at the end of which client C remembers his password pw, and stores the secret α1

and the key K on insecure devices. The server S also stores the verification data p1 and
the ciphertext C on its database both of which may be exposed. Finally, they set a counter
j as 1. In the j-th information retrieval protocol, the first two flows of the NSS protocol
comprises a password-masked Diffie-Hellman key exchange protocol where client C and
server S authenticate each other and share the Diffie-Hellman key (we call it a keying
material) with the verification data pj . After checking the counterpart’s authenticator V
that can be computed with the keying material KM , both of them generate a session key
SK from the shared keying material and refresh the secret αj (stored on client’s devices)
as well as the verification data pj (stored on server’s database) to new ones for the next
session without changing the password5. Finally, server S sends the ciphertext C through
the secure channel. The whole protocol appears in Figure 1 and 2.

5Notice that the frequent change of passwords might incur the risk of password to be exposed, simply because
people tends to write it down on somewhere or needs considerable efforts to remember new passwords.
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Client C Server S
[j-th Information Retrieval (j ≥ 1)]

j, αj ,K j, pj , C

pj ≡ αj + pw mod q

W ← G(j, pj), x
R← Zq , X ≡ gx

If X ≡ 1, then reject. Otherwise, Z ≡ X ·W .

C, j, Z ✲

W ← G(j, pj)

If j is incorrect, then reject.
Otherwise, X ≡ Z ·W−1

y
R← Zq , Y ≡ gy , KMS ≡ (X )y ,

VS ← H1(s||W ||KMS).S, Y, VS✛
KMC ≡ Y x

If VS = H1(s||W ||KMC), then reject.
Otherwise, VC ← H2(s||W ||KMC)

SKj ← H3(s||W ||KMC),
α(j+1) ≡ αj +H4(s||W ||KMC),
and accept.

VC ✲
If VC = H2(s||W ||KMS), then reject.
Otherwise, SKj ← H3(s||W ||KMS),

p(j+1) ≡ pj +H4(s||W ||KMS),
and accept.

j + 1, α(j+1),K j + 1, p(j+1), C

ESKj
(C)✛

Figure 2: The j-th information retrieval of the NSS protocol where s = C||S||j||Z||Y and the
enclosed values in the rectangle represent stored secrets of client and server, respectively

3 Security Analysis

Due to the lack of space, we informally discuss about security of the NSS protocol against
exposure of stored secrets from the client or the server. At first, we can notice that theNSS
protocol doesn’t allow even on-line password guessing attacks without any exposure of
stored secrets since the authentication depends on the strong secret pj as [BR93a, Sho99].

3.1 Security against exposure of client’s secret

If an attacker gets the client’s stored secrets, the first thing to do is to try to authenticate
himself successfully to server S in order to share a session key that will be used to retrieve
the already-encrypted information. However, the attacker can do no better than guess a
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password during the protocol as long as the computational Diffie-Hellman problem is hard
and the collision of hash functions is unlikely.

Theorem 3.1 The NSS protocol is AKE-secure and provides information privacy against
a polynomially-bounded attacker who gets the client’s stored secrets.

Some ways for the attacker to break AKE-security of the NSS protocol are: (1) guess a
password and makes an on-line trial (which can be easily prevented and detected), after
getting the client’s stored secrets (αj and K), with respect to the server involved during
the attack. The NSS protocol is secure against on-line password guessing attacks since the
advantage of the attacker essentially grows with the ratio of interactions to the number of
passwords; (2) use the authenticator VS to check the correct password. But this requires the
ability to break the computational Diffie-Hellman problem; (3) send a correct authenticator
VS by being lucky. Additional negligible advantages come from very unlikely collisions
of hash functions.

Since the security of the NSS protocol now depends on the password as [BR00, BCP03,
BCP04], its security can be proven with some adjustments and changes of the proof in
the random oracle model for the password-masked Diffie-Hellman key exchange protocol
[BCP04]. The security reduction to the computational Diffie-Hellman problem is based on
[BCP04] where a challenge instance is included in the answer of many hash queries so that
the attacker is useful to the simulator with greater probability in the proof. However, one
has to notice the intrinsic distinction of attacker’s behavior in theNSS and [BR00, BCP03,
BCP04] protocols. While in the latter an attacker is a kind of network attacker who can
impersonate the involving parties and control all of the communications, an attacker in
the former should steal the client’s devices successively to do on-line password guessing
attacks. This is of practical significance since in the real world applications the exposure
of stored secrets is limited by the physical power of the attacker which are usually much
less.

As for information privacy, the attacker cannot get the client’s information unless he suc-
cessfully authenticates himself to the server. That means, the attacker is confined to the
same world as in the above discussions on AKE security where the advantage is bounded
by O(q /N) + (·) and q is the number of interactions to the server.

3.2 Security against exposure of server’s secret (or inside attacker)

If an attacker gets the server’s stored secrets (pj and C), he can freely impersonate server
S with pj . We cannot avoid this impersonation attack as all of the authentication protocols.
Nevertheless, pj doesn’t reveal any information about the password simply because it is
one share of (2, 2)-threshold (perfect) secret sharing scheme.

Theorem 3.2 The NSS protocol provides information privacy against a polynomially-
bounded attacker who gets the server’s stored secrets.
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It is clear that the attacker (or inside attacker) cannot have the client’s information as long
as the underlying symmetric-key encryption is secure.

Theorem 3.3 The NSS protocol is AKE-secure against a polynomially-bounded attacker,
who gets the server’s stored secrets, unless the attacker do the server impersonation attack
within a limited time period.

Suppose that the NSS protocol runs at a fixed time period (e.g., a day) and an attacker
obtains the secrets (pj and C) at that time. In this case, if the update of pj between the
client and the server is completed before the attacker does, the latter of course cannot do
the impersonation attack any more.

4 Discussions

Compared to the password-only roaming protocols and password-enabled PKI, the stateful
storage of client in the NSS protocol may be a stronger assumption but a weaker one than
requiring TRM. As we pointed out in the MOTIVATION the previous protocols have vul-
nerability against exposure of stored secrets on client side (e.g., EAP-SIM and smartcards)
and don’t guarantee information privacy against an insider attacker even if the client’s in-
formation is encrypted with password or distributed among multiple servers. Remind that
without PKI and TRM the NSS protocol not only has security against exposure of client’s
stored secrets but also guarantees information privacy against exposure of server’s stored
secrets.

A more interesting application of the NSS protocol may be a network storage system
where a client has deposited different information at different servers with only one pass-
word in the initialization. In the previous password-based roaming protocols (e.g., SPX
LEAP, [FK00, Jab01, PK99, Kwo02, SBG02, Wan03]), a compromise of one server un-
fortunately results in the total insecurity of the remaining servers since the attacker can
get the password (which is the only secret for authentication) through off-line password
guessing attacks on the password verification data. On the other hand, this application is
possible in the NSS protocol due to the fact that both the password and the information are
completely protected from exposure of server’s stored secrets. This also implies that the
verification data and many encrypted-information don’t need to be distributed or shared
among multiple servers.

The approach of theNSS protocol is novel in the sense that we fully utilize client’s devices
for storing the secrets, on the other hand, we rely neither on PKI nor on TRM. Though
holding devices may entail some inconvenience to clients, we can stress that (i) it is signif-
icantly applicable to the real world (e.g., think of a client who carries mobile devices, such
as mobile phones or PDAs, with some memory capacity); and (ii) the protocol provides a
higher level of security against exposure of stored secrets (including several security prop-
erties) as well as more efficiency over the previous ones [FK00, Jab01, Wan03] in terms
of computation costs and communication bandwidth among multiple servers. Having said
this, carrying some insecure devices for clients seems to be a very small price to pay for
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more strengthened security and efficiency in the NSS protocol.

5 Conclusions

In this paper we revisited the previous roaming protocols from the point of view of how
much each protocol guarantees its security (including information privacy) against expo-
sure of stored secrets. Then we have proposed a secure network storage system (NSS)
that provides not only a higher level of security against exposure of stored secrets but also
information privacy with respect to the servers involved. The distinguishing features of the
NSS protocol is that (i) the authenticity is based on client’s password and an additional
secret; (ii) both the secret and the verification data are updated whenever client and server
correctly runs the protocol; and (iii) encrypted-information is stored on server’s database
while the used key remains on client’s devices. We also analyzed its security of the NSS
protocol against exposure of stored secrets, followed by some discussions.
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